Abstract Phylogeographic lineages are interpreted as the product of repeated isolation in glacial refugia, leading to vicariant differentiation. Being restricted to a given geographic area could also promote adaptive divergence in response to local conditions. The role of phylogeny and climate in the evolution of the bank vole (Myodes glareolus) was investigated here, focusing on molar tooth shape, a morphological feature related to the exploitation of food resources. A balanced role of phylogeny and climate was demonstrated. Response to environmental factors led to morphological convergence of bank voles from different lineages living in similar environments, and to within-lineage divergence in extreme environments. An important interaction of climate and phylogeny was found, suggesting that each lineage is living in a particular environment. This lineage-specific adaptation to a range of environmental conditions may have conditioned the potential of post-glacial recolonization of each lineage. Morphological covariation with environmental conditions further highlights the potential of adaptation of this species.
Introduction
The response to environmental variation can involve adaptation, but also shifts in the geographic distribution, avoiding need for adaptation by tracking favorable environmental conditions (Eronen and Rook 2004) . Phylogeographic studies have shown that many species indeed responded to glacialinterglacial fluctuations through changes in their distribution area, temperate species finding refugia in regions of lower latitudes. The repeated phases of isolation led to the divergence of phylogeographic lineages (Taberlet et al. 1998; Hewitt 1999) . Random effects related to isolation in vicariance may be sufficient to drive such a differentiation. Accordingly, the role of geographic barriers in shaping current phylogeographic lineages has been highlighted (Michaux et al. 2003) . The role of adaptation in the refugial environments, and/or during recolonizations, cannot be ignored, although it is still difficult to show at the genomic level (Filipi et al. 2015) . During invasions, evidence of adaptation can however be traced even on extremely short time scales (White et al. 2013) . The respective role of phylogeny and related neutral divergence, and adaptation in shaping divergence is therefore debated (Travisano et al. 1995; Keller and Taylor 2008; Ledevin et al. 2016) . Considering phenotypic characters, more directly under selection due to their evident interface with the environment, may be a valuable alternative to investigate how phylogeny and environment may concur to the current geographic structure of species.
The bank vole Myodes (formerly known as Clethrionomys) glareolus is a Eurasian forest-dwelling rodent. To the south of Electronic supplementary material The online version of this article (doi:10.1007/s10914-016-9368-3) contains supplementary material, which is available to authorized users. its distribution, it occurs in Mediterranean peninsulas and the southern coast of the Black Sea (Fig. 1) . Having acted as glacial refugia, these southern areas nowadays host several lineages, providing the opportunity to investigate possible convergence in similar Mediterranean environments. The third upper molar (UM3) was the morphological feature of interest. Being part of the molar row, it is involved in food processing. As such, it has the potential to trace adaptation to food resources, themselves dependent on environmental conditions (Piras et al. 2009 ). Teeth are also good taxonomic markers in arvicoline rodents (Tesakov 1996) and could also trace non-adaptive phylogenetic divergence. The shape of the tooth was quantified using geometric morphometrics. The phylogenetic relationships between localities studied with morphometrics were assessed based on published cytochrome b (cyt b) gene sequences. The environment at each place of morphometric sampling was described by a range of bioclimatic variables. The three datasets were compared using linear models and coinertia analyses in order to determine how shape related to the two potential drivers of differentiation, phylogeny and environment.
Material Morphometric Sampling
Morphometric analyses were performed on 166 bank vole specimens from 20 Eurasian localities (Table 1, Fig. 1 ). Our sampling encompassed various locations at the southern border of the bank vole distribution ( Fig. 1) : the Iberian and Italian peninsulas, including the Gargano promontory (Italy) where a separate lineage has been recently described (Colangelo et al. 2012) ; and the Turkish border of the Marmara Sea. All these locations correspond to Mediterranean climates. Localities exposed to oceanic, alpine, and continental climates were further considered as comparison.
The specimens were attributed to the phylogeographic lineage documented at the same place. The specimens from the Basque locality of Lantabat, for which no genetic information was available, were affiliated with the same genetic data as the neighboring Armandarits locality, 5 km away. Note that the formerly described Basque lineage (Deffontaine et al. 2009 ) has been shown to be invalid (Filipi et al. 2015) , being based on the occurrence of pseudogenes. All Basque specimens were therefore attributed to the Mediterranean lineage, as other French and Spanish specimens.
All individuals were considered as adults and sub-adults based on the criterion that the third upper molars were fully erupted (occurring at weaning). As no sexual dimorphism has been documented for tooth morphology in bank voles (Ledevin et al. 2010a ), males and females were pooled in all subsequent analyses.
Specimens are stored at the Laboratoire de Biométrie et Biologie Evolutive, Lyon University, France, the Institut de Botanique, Liège University, Belgium, the Centre de Biologie et Gestion des Populations, Baillarguet, France and the Laboratory for Systematic of Vertebrate Animals, Ankara University, Turkey (Table 1) .
Genetic Sampling
Cytochrome b DNA sequences of M. glareolus were retrieved from Genbank and put into two datasets. (1) A general dataset with all cyt b of M. glareolus available in Genbank was used to clarify the relationships of the different lineages of the bank vole in the Mediterranean area. (2) A smaller dataset was designed to include only sequences matching the morphometric sampling (Fig. 1) , the goal being to have a genetic/ morphometric match per geographic area (each locality and surrounding area when available) (Table 1) . 120 J Mammal Evol (2018) (Deffontaine et al. 2005; Wójcik et al. 2010; Colangelo et al. 2012) . The grey shading indicates the distribution area of the bank vole [after (Amori et al. 2008 )]
Methods

Network Analysis of the General Dataset
We collected all cyt b sequences of M. glareolus available in Genbank. The sequences were aligned with MUSCLE implemented in Seaview (Gouy et al. 2010) . We removed the sequences belonging to the Ural lineage (harbouring rutilus mitochondrial genome) (Deffontaine et al. 2005) , known pseudogenes sequences (Filipi et al. 2015) , and sequences shorter than 850 bp and/or containing several ambiguous sites. Our final alignment was restricted to a common length of 866 sites (positions with missing data were removed) and comprised 979 sequences. To visualize the relationship between the different lineages of M. glareolus, a haplotype network was inferred for the general dataset using the median-joining algorithm as implemented in PopART (Leigh and Bryant 2015) .
Phylogenetic Analyses of the Dataset Matching Morphometric Sampling
The alignment was checked by eye and trimmed at both ends to remove portions with more than 50% missing data. As a result, this dataset included 68 sequences with 996 positions common to all sequences.
The phylogenetic tree was reconstructed using maximum likelihood with PhyMl 3.0 under the model selected with jModelTest (Darriba et al. 2012 ) using the Akaike criterion (AIC) (Akaike 1973) [TIM1 (optionm = 012230) + I + G]. Node robustness was estimated using 1000 bootstrap replicates providing bootstraps percentages (BP).
The cyt b distance matrix based on this tree was analyzed using a Principal Coordinate Analysis (PCOA), providing multivariate axes describing the phylogenetic relationships to be compared with morphometric results. Localities indicated with an asterisk (*) were pooled because of low sample size. The place of storage of the specimens is also indicated
The locality used for the genetic match with the morphometric locality is further indicated, together with accession numbers 
Morphometric Analysis
The two dimensional outline of the occlusal surface of the left UM3 (or the mirror image of the right UM3) was digitized, sampling the coordinates of 64 points at equal curvilinear distance along the outline. The molars of the arvicoline rodents are composed of successive triangles leading to a very indented outline. The starting point was defined at the minimum of curvature between the first and second anterior labial triangles. The Elliptic Fourier transform is an adequate method to describe such outlines (Navarro et al. 2004 ). This method is based on the separate Fourier decompositions of the incremental changes of the x-and y-coordinates as a function of the cumulative length along the outline (Kuhl and Giardina 1982) . Any harmonic corresponds to four coefficients: A n and B n for x, and C n and D n for y, defining an ellipse in the xy-plane. The first harmonic ellipse corresponds to the best-fitting ellipse to the outline and its area was used to standardize the Fourier coefficients for size differences. The major axis of the first harmonic ellipse was chosen as a new x-axis to adjust the orientation of the outline. After standardization, the coefficients A 1 , B 1 and C 1 mostly correspond to residuals that should not be included in subsequent statistical analyses (Renaud et al. 1996) . The coefficient D 1 corresponds to the minor axis of the first ellipse and hence, to relevant shape information, namely the general elongation of the object. It was thus included in the analyses ).
The first ten harmonics provide an adequate description of an arvicoline tooth outline (Navarro et al. 2004; Ledevin et al. 2010a Ledevin et al. , 2010b . The shape of each UM3 was thus described by 37 variables: nine harmonics (from the second to the tenth) per four coefficients, plus the coefficients D 1 . Visualizations of shape differences among groups were obtained using the inverse Fourier method (Rohlf and Archie 1984) .
Fourier analyses and visualizations were performed under R (R_core_team 2015) using the package Momocs (Bonhomme et al. 2014) .
Multivariate Analysis of Shape Differences
A Canonical Variate Analysis (CVA) including all the specimens was performed on the variance-covariance matrix of the 37 Fourier coefficients in order to determine the patterns of morphological differentiation. CVA aims at separating groups by maximizing the between-group to within-group variance ratio. It appeared adequate here, because within-group variation in the bank vole UM3 was shown to contain variation due to wear (Guérécheau et al. 2010) and to developmental processes independent of the lineages (Ledevin et al. 2010b ). The location was chosen as a grouping variable, because it appeared as related to field data and not directly to the phylogeographic lineages.
The differences between localities were tested using a multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA).
These analyses were performed using the R packages ade4 (Dray and Dufour 2007) and Morpho (Schlager 2014) .
Relationships of Shape with Phylogeny and Climate
Phylogeny and climate were considered as potential explanatory variables of morphometric variations. Their effects were investigated using a general linear model. Three sets of shape descriptors (dependent variables) where investigated: the 37 FCs; the first principal components of a PCA on the FCs; the first canonical axes of the CVA. Independent variables were the following. Phylogenetic relationships were estimated by the first axes of a Principal Coordinate Analysis (PCOA) performed on the cyt b distance matrix based on the dataset with a genetic/ morphometric match (Table 1 ; Suppl. Fig. 1 ). The R 'ape' package (Paradis et al. 2004 ) was used for the calculation. The climatic regime at each locality was estimated using the 19 climatic data available (http://www.worldclim.org/bioclim) that were extracted from the WorldClim database with a resolution of 2.5 arc-minutes using the 'raster' package (Hijmans and van Etten 2014) . A principal component analysis (PCA) on the correlation matrix of the climatic variables was performed to summarize these partly redundant data. The first PCs were retained as explanatory variables in the model. Finally, to assess the percentage of variance corresponding to between vs. within group variance in the residual shape variation, a between-group PCA (bgPCA) was performed on the residuals of the model based on the set of FCs. The bgPCA was performed with ade4 (Dray and Dufour 2007) .
Covariation between the Datasets
Beyond the percentage of morphological variance explained by phylogeny and climate, the way the morphometric variation is related to these factors may be informative about underlying evolutionary processes. Morphological convergence, for instance, would correspond to a less morphological differentiation between groups than expected based on genetics. Coinertia analyses were used in order to visualize such covariation between the morphometric vs. the genetic, and vs. the climatic datasets [function coinertia in ade4 (Dray and Dufour 2007) ]. This approach aims at finding orthogonal vectors (i.e., coinertia axes) maximizing the covariance between two datasets (Dodélec and Chessel 1994; Dray et al. 2003) allowing their projection in a common space.
Data Availability Statement
Data generated or analyzed during this study are included in this published article as supplementary information file (Suppl. Table 1) .
Results
Phylogeny
The phylogenetic network (Fig. 2) supported the phylogeographic lineages formerly described in the literature (Deffontaine et al. 2005; Kotlík et al. 2006; Wójcik et al. 2010; Colangelo et al. 2012) . The Balkan lineage, to which belongs the Turkish locality of Uladag Mountains, is well defined. The Gargano lineage (Colangelo et al. 2012 ) is also well isolated, although its relationship with the other clades is not well resolved. Note that its peculiarity cannot be due to a pseudogene, frequent in this species, because one of the cyt b sequences corresponds to a portion of a complete mitochondrial genome from the very same area (Filipi et al. 2015) . Finally, the Mediterranean lineage also appears as well differentiated from the other clades. It tends to differentiate into an Iberian sub-lineage, including specimens from southern France, and an Italian sub-lineage.
Pattern of Molar Shape Differentiation
Bank voles are well differentiated in molar shape between localities (MANOVA: P < 0.0001). This pattern of divergence can be summarized on the first three axes of a Canonical Variate Analysis ( Fig. 3a ; CA1 = 17.5%, CA2 = 15.5%, CA3 = 11.8%).
The Western lineage displays a central position in the morphospace and most variation among localities, possibly because of its most extensive sampling. The Eastern lineage is differentiated in shape from all other lineages along CA1 and CA2. It is characterized by slender, smoothly undulating molars (Fig. 3b) . Localities from the Mediterranean lineage tend to diverge in another direction along CA1, but they are 
Molar Shape, Phylogeny and Climate
The factors considered in the linear model included shape as a dependent dataset, and phylogeny and climate as explanatory variables.
Molar shape was described by three sets of variables: the 37 FCs, and multivariate axes summarizing more than 85% of variance (PCA: 5 axes; CVA: 10 axes).
Phylogeny was described by the first five axes of the PCOA performed on the matrix of cyt b genetic distances. These axes summarized 85% of the total variance (44.9%, 22.0%, 11.0%, 6.2%, and 3.7%). Climate was estimated by the first five axes of a PCA on the climatic variables, totalling more than 95% of the climatic variance (45.9%, 28.2%, 8.4%, 10.0%, and 7.2%). Phylogeny and climate as well as their interaction had a significant effect in all models (P < 0.001) indicating an almost equal contribution of phylogeny and climate and a strong component of interaction between both factors ( Table 2) . The model on PCA axes explained slightly less variance than the one on all Fourier coefficients, possibly because of information lost during the drastic reduction of dimensionality. Explanatory variables explained almost twice as much shape variance in the model on CVA axes as in the model based on PCA axes. This cannot be attributed to a lesser reduction of dimensionality because the CVA-based model also performed better as the FCs-based model. As the match between morphometrics on one side, and phylogeny and climate on the other side, was done at the scale of the locality, the explanatory variables could not explain any withingroup variation. By standardizing within-group variation, the CVA thus improved the match with the explanatory variables, here phylogeny and climate (Renaud et al. 2015a ).
The variance explained by phylogeny corresponds to molar shape typical of each lineage (Fig. 3b) . The variance explained by climate corresponds to a congruence between the environmental variation, displayed on the first two axes of the PCA on the bioclimatic variables (Fig. 4a, b) and the pattern of differentiation observed for molar shape. Diverging in molar shape, the Alpine localities from Austria and Slovenia are characterized by a montaneous climate. Russian localities show a continental climate. The three localities from Gargano, southern Italy, and Turkish coast of the Marmara sea share a comparable, Mediterranean climate. In contrast, the northern Italian locality (ITA_CH) shares a temperate climate with most of the Western samples. The Pays Basque displays an extreme climate with high precipitation, departing from other localities with bank voles of the Mediterranean lineage.
The effects of temperature and precipitation on tooth shape were visualized using multivariate regressions (Fig. 4c) . Increasing temperature led to an expanded anterior lobe, laterally expanded second lingual and labial triangles, and a labialy expanded posterior part of the tooth. Higher precipitation led to a more strongly undulating outline.
Finally, a bgPCA was performed on the residuals of the model based on the FCs. Within-group variance explained 91.1% of the total variance, thus leaving only 8.9% of between-group variance unexplained by phylogeny, climate, and their interaction.
Covariation between Morphometrics vs. Phylogeny and Climate
Coinertia analyses provide a visual representation of how two datasets covary, for instance here phylogenetic or climatic relationships between localities on the one hand, and molar shape on the other hand. Congruence between the two datasets would correspond to short arrows. If the localities are closest according to the second dataset, arrows would converge.
Lineages are more homogeneous genetically than morphologically (Fig. 5a ). Eastern and Western localities tended to display morphological convergence, except for Alpine localities (AUT_VE, AUT_PF, SVN_RU) that diverged in shape more than in mitochondrial DNA. The Mediterranean lineage appears as much more heterogeneous in shape than in phylogeny. The northern Italian ITA_CH converges towards Western localities; whereas the southern Italian ITA_ABVU diverges into another direction, converging towards the Gargano shape.
Arrows are overall shorter when considering climate vs. molar shape (Fig. 5b) , showing a good match between climate and morphological differentiation. Adaptation to local conditions could be present in cases of co-differentiation of climate and morphometrics, independently of the lineage to which the bank voles belong. This is the case for three settings that strongly codifferentiate in molar shape and climate: the Alpine localities of the Western lineage (AUST_VE, AUST_PF, SVN_RU), the Russian localities (RS_SA and RS_EK), and the Gargano. The Basque Country localities (FRA_ARM, FRA_LA) also tend to co-differentiate in shape and climatic conditions from other samples; they remain close to the Asturias (ESP_AS). These three localities with an Iberian affinity are co-different in shape and climate from the Italian representatives of the Mediterranean lineage. The northern Italian ITA_CH shares a similar climatic setting and a similar molar shape with most localities documenting the Western lineage.
Discussion
Vicariance and/or Adaptation: What Processes Do Shape the Bank Vole Tooth?
Phylogeography considers vicariance as the primary source of differentiation. Divergence is assumed to accumulate in isolated populations; this process refers implicitly to neutral divergence. Evidence of selection has been looked for but remains scarce at the genetic level (Filipi et al. 2015) . Adaptive genomic signature can emerge fast, however, when voles are confronted by new environments (White et al. 2013 ). The phenotype may be more prone to trace possible adaptive signals than mitochondrial DNA, though, because it is the target of selective pressures. Morphology, particularly of feeding structures such as teeth, are thus good candidates to look for the role of adaptation relative to neutral divergence as traced by phylogeny (Piras et al. 2009 ). We described a balanced role of phylogeny and environmental conditions in the divergence of tooth shape in bank voles, with some interaction between both factors. This high interaction factor may be due to congruence between the distribution of certain lineages and certain types of climate, making the effect of genetics and climate impossible to disentangle.
These results are difficult to compare with other studies, because they correspond to different teeth and shape descriptors. Cautious comparisons can still be done with other studies on rodent molars divergence based on 2D outline analysis. In house mice, molar shape differences accumulated in a short time span (thousands to hundreds years only for certain islands), with a preponderance of phylogeny followed by ecology and climate [2D outline of the first upper molar: phylogeny 7%, ecology + climate 6%; (Ledevin et al. 2016) ]. High evolutionary rates may have been favored by the occurrence in the dataset of insular populations in very different J Mammal Evol (2018) 25:119-129 125 In red: annual mean temperature (bio1); in blue: annual precipitation (bio12). The outlines correspond to the predicted shape change with temperature and precipitation. The coloured outline corresponds to the lower range (5% of the distribution) and the dotted outline to the upper range (95%). This corresponds to the following values: annual mean temperature = 3.8°/ 13.4°; annual precipitation = 528/1193 mm environmental settings. In a much longer time span (2-5 myrs), molar shape divergence occurred between species and sub-species of marmots (Caumul and Polly 2005) with a preponderance of diet-related factors (2D outline analysis of the third lower molar: vegetation + dietary categories: 21%, phylogeny 5%). Bank vole lineages fall between these two cases regarding timing [most lineages dating back to several 100,000 yrs (Deffontaine et al. 2005; Colangelo et al. 2012) ] and the intraspecific, inter-lineage scale of divergence. First, with increasing divergence, explanatory variables are more likely to perform better, because inter-group differences increase relative to intra-group variation. Second, the role of phylogeny seems to decrease in favor of adaptation when divergence increases. Possibly, marked ecological differences are also more likely to occur during a speciation process, triggering adaptive selection on morphological features ).
However, in a similar case of intraspecific, inter-lineage divergence of tooth shape in the arvicoline rodent Microtus arvalis (Renvoisé et al. 2012) , tooth shape appeared under the primary control of phylogeny, climate having no traceable impact (Renvoisé et al. 2012) . Possibly, the restricted geographic area considered in that study (France) limited the range of climatic conditions and thus, their possible role as selective factors promoting divergence. In contrast, by including several southern lineages of bank voles, the present study emphasized the role of adaptation and convergence in molar evolution.
Morphological Convergence in Mediterranean Bank Voles
Coinertia analyses allowed us to go a step further. Convergence in morphology (or absence of divergence) was shown between localities of the Eastern, Western, and Mediterranean lineages when sharing similar climatic conditions. Even more striking, convergent evolution was demonstrated for bank voles of warm Mediterranean areas from southern Italy, the Gargano promontory, and the Turkish side of the Marmara Sea, sharing similar morphologies despite different genetic backgrounds (Mediterranean, Gargano, and Balkan lineages, respectively).
These southern bank voles tend to share massive molars with well-developed anterior part and second triangles. A similar trend towards more robust molars was found in fossil arvicoline (Piras et al. 2009 ) and murine (Renaud et al. 2005 ) rodents during the Plio-Pleistocene. During this period, decreasing temperatures triggered an opening of the landscape, in turn favoring the consumption of harder plants. In nowadays European landscapes, harder plants may rather occur in Mediterranean areas, for instance due to adaptations to summer drought. Accordingly, broader molars have been documented in wood mice towards southern parts of Europe Renaud et al. 2015b) . Broader molars in bank voles from warm Mediterranean areas fit this pattern, further supporting the adaptive role of this morphological signature.
In the Gargano and the Turkish populations, the evolution of this adaptive morphology occurred in the context of long-term isolation that may have favored local adaptation (Lenormand 2002) . Despite belonging to the Balkan lineage, bank voles located east of the Marmara Sea seem to constitute an isolated patch, disconnected from the rest of the distribution (Fig. 1) . The Gargano promontory has a long history of evolution in isolation. Being a true island during the marine transgression at the beginning of the Pliocene, 5.3 myrs ago (Freudenthal 1976) , it hosted an endemic fauna typical of extreme insular J Mammal Evol (2018) 25:119-129 Fig. 5 Coinertia between phylogeny (a) and climate (b) vs. shape differentiation. The arrow indicates the change in topology going from the first (phylogeny or climate) to the second (shape) dataset. In color the different lineages evolution (Freudenthal 1972) , including giant rodents (Parra et al. 1999) . The connection of the Gargano to the Italian mainland at the early Pleistocene caused the extinction of this exceptional fauna (Masini et al. 2008 ). However, a certain degree of isolation may have persisted due to its peculiar geographic situation, bordered by a sedimentary basin showing sporadic occurrence of water masses during the middle and late Pleistocene (Tropeano et al. 2002 ) . Isolation is probably reinforced in this area by the patchy distribution of the bank voles, at the fringe of their southern distribution (Fig. 1) .
Local Conditions and Geographic Barriers Favor Differentiation within Lineages
Convergence or divergence does not only occur between lineages, but also, at a presumably shorter time scale, between populations of a same lineage. The documented cases were associated with peculiar climatic setting, suggesting the occurrence of local adaptation within lineages. The Mediterranean lineage appeared as especially exposed to contrasted climatic conditions. The Basque Country is characterized by an oceanic climate departing from the rest of the distribution of this lineage. It is characterized by a peculiar climate/morphology association. The Basque populations were once described as a separate mitochondrial lineage (Deffontaine et al. 2009 ). It has been invalidated due to the occurrence of pseudogenes (Filipi et al. 2015) . Nonetheless, the characteristic morphology of the Basque populations may point to local adaptation.
In contrast, central and southern Italian populations experience Mediterranean climates. This range of environmental conditions experienced within the lineage may drive the genetic differentiation found between Iberian and Italian populations. The association of French southern bank voles with the Iberian group argues for the Alps acting as barrier to gene flow (Michaux et al. 2003) . The occurrence of Western haplotypes south of the Alps suggests that bank voles, contrary to wood mice (Michaux et al. 2003; Herman et al. 2016 ) may be able to sporadically cross this barrier, impeding the response to environmental differences.
The Alps, an Ongoing Dynamics of Genetic and Morphological Diversity?
Several Alpine localities of the Western lineage exhibited a congruent divergence in tooth shape and climatic conditions. This echoes the recent finding of a high genetic diversity and important small-scale geographic structure in Alpine bank voles (Cornetti et al. 2016) . The mountainous landscape likely promotes extreme climatic differences even over a short geographic distance, and the topography may constitute barriers to gene flow. This should favor local adaptation, and the tooth shape difference documented here may trace such dynamics. Another source of diversity may be the admixture of several lineages co-occurring in the Alpine region, namely the Western, Italian, and Eastern lineages (Colangelo et al. 2012) . Alpine populations may exemplify the potential for a fast, at least partly adaptive differentiation in such complex setting.
Conclusions
Mediterranean peninsulas are known as glacial refugia for many European species. Because of their complex topography, but also possibly because of climate disparity, they did not function as homogeneous units but rather as 'refugia within refugia' (Gómez and Lunt 2007; Abellán and Svenning 2014) , leading to a high genetic and morphological diversity. The case of convergence documented here between Mediterranean bank voles of different lineages underlines that isolation was not the only driver of this diversity. Adaptation played a role in the long-term survival of these isolated populations, but it may have constituted a limit for these populations to recolonize more northern environments in post-glacial periods. Indeed, post-glacial recolonization of northern areas occurred from Northern refugia rather than from lineages of the Mediterranean area (Deffontaine et al. 2005; Kotlík et al. 2006) .
The genetic lineages are associated to a moderate morphological differentiation, possibly because stabilizing selection in similar environments occurs in most contexts. In contrast, peculiar climatic conditions can promote adaptive differentiation between and within lineages: convergence between populations of different lineages was related to Mediterranean conditions, and morphological divergence within a mitochondrial lineage was documented in the Alpine populations.
Repeated fragmentation of the populations appeared here to promote, not reduce diversity. Exemplifying these dynamics, highly fragmented mountainous landscapes are associated with a high genetic and/or morphological diversity (Kryštufek et al. 2015; Cornetti et al. 2016 ). This diversity may be selected by contrasted local conditions and be favoured by isolation restricting gene-flow, altogether promoting local adaptation (Lenormand 2002) . It may be further fuelled by the contact and possible admixture between lineages in the Alpine region (Tougard et al. 2008) . Additional studies are required to explore this largely under-appreciated source of diversity.
